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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the performance analysis of Brushless DC motor using CUK and Luo converter. The 

DC-DC converters CUK and positive output Luo converter are separately given to inverter fed BLDC motor. Both 

DC-DC converters is mainly used for reducing the ripples in the output current and voltage. The BLDC motor which 

operates in high frequency and it eliminates the switching losses to make it more efficient. To evaluate the steady 

state and dynamic performance of Brush Less DC motor is analyzed by using the MATLAB/SIMULINK software 

the output to verify. Based upon the simulation output of DC –DC converters the Real time BLDC motor has been 

designed and analyze the output of BLDC motor real time results with MATLAB results. The real time BLDC motor 

bas been designed with the help of Versa Drives Pvt. Ltd. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The DC motor and AC motor can be used for industrial purpose. In this system Cuk converter and positive 

output Luo converter can be placed between the renewable energy source and Brush Less Direct Current motor and 

a comparative study of two stage systems is done. Normally the DC-DC motors can operate in buck or boost but it 

can operated in both buck and boost modes and the bounded regions for these is not have any restrictions on by using 

Maximum Power Point Tracking technique, but the buck and boost converters can have the bounded region. This 

feature makes to soft start the motor and it can reduce the switching losses and improves the efficiency. Cuk converter 

is using the capacitor and inductor as power storing device. The converter has the continuous input and continuous 

output current. The main drawback of the dc motor is ripples for eliminating that the capacitor has been used and it 

eliminates the ripples in both input and output side. There is no need of external filter is used. The inductor on the 

output side is used for better output current characteristics and on input side is used for boost the voltage level.  

The luo converter can be classified as positive output luo converter and negative output luo converter. In 

which using positive output luo converter new step up dc-dc converter derived from buck-boost converter. It can be 

used to step up and step down the voltage with high power density, high efficiency and the topology of the converter 

is very simple compare to other topology. The luo converter can be designed to run in the continuous conduction 

mode. The ripples may be reduced by using the low pass filter and it can reduce the ripples in both input and output 

side. It can be used in computer peripheral equipment and industrial application. 

However a Direct Current motor is not suitable for all application because it needs the regular maintenance 

for the commutation and brushes. Now-a-days Brushless DC motor becomes more popular by the advantages of 

more efficiency, it has more power density, small size, less maintenance requirements, long life span, high flexibility, 

it has less radio frequency interference and because of very low inertia and low friction the brushless direct current 

motor can able to run at high speed. The electronically commutated brushless dc motor is get supply from the voltage 

source inverter and by operating in basic frequency the switching losses will be reduced. The Brushless DC motor 

stator part consists of three phase winding, the voltage source inverter is used for excitation and the power electronic 

switches are used for the electronic commutation and it get pulse from the hall sensor and is given to the stator part, 

the rotor position is sensed by the hall sensor. By using these the problems are sparking, electro- magnetic 

interference, noise interference can be eliminated. 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM CONFIGURATION  

The configuration of proposed system DC-DC converter with inverter fed Brushless DC motor using cuk 

and positive output luo converter has used separately it should be presented in fig.1, BLDC motor which consists of 

voltage source inverter and motor drive, voltage source gives supply to the motor drive, in the motor drive for the 

electronic commutation the encoder has been used, the hall sensor is more advantage than optical sensor. The 

reference voltage and the DC-DC converter output is compared, by comparing the two voltage by the PID controller 

the switching pulse to be generated and is given to the IGBT diode of both cuk and positive output luo converter. 

The principle design and operation of the proposed system can be elaborated and explained below.  

 

Figure.1. DC-DC converter with VSI fed BLDC motor 
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Circuit Operation: The circuit diagram of cuk and positive output luo converter is shown in fig.2 and fig.3 is should 

be explained with the modes. 

Cuk Converter: In the circuit fig.3, SW is the power electronic switch MOSFET has been used, D is the 

freewheeling diode, L1, L2, C1, C2 are inductors and capacitors which are used for energy storing purpose. When 

the input voltage is turned on the MOSFET switch will be turned off, were the diode D is the forward biased the 

capacitor C1 has charged through the L1.  

 

Figure.2. Circuit diagram of cuk diagram 

The cuk converter operation has divided into two modes.  

Mode-1: Here the MOSFET switch is used and is turned on when t=0. At that time the flow of current by the inductor 

L1 is increases. Then the capacitor voltage will be reverse bias and the diode D will get turn off. The energy of the 

capacitor will be discharge and the current flow will be like these C1-C2-Load-L2. 

Mode-2: When time t=t1 the MOSFET switch will be turned off. The input supply is giving the supply to capacitor 

for getting charge and the load get energy from the stored energy of. Here the medium will be the capacitor because 

it transfers the energy from the supply to load. 

Luo Converter: The circuit diagram of the positive output luo converter is shown in fig.3 

 
Figure.3. Circuit diagram of positive output luo converter 

Here the MOSFET as power electronic switch as S, the D as freewheeling diode, L1, L2, C1, C2 are inductor 

and capacitor which are used for energy storing elements and R as Resistive load. The positive output luo converter 

operation can be explained in two modes. 

Mode-1: When the MOSFET switch is turned on, the supply voltage E is given to inductor and it is get charged. 

Then the inductor L2 will absorb the energy from the Direct Current and from the Capacitor C1. The resistive load 

will get supply from the capacitor C2. The equivalent circuit diagram for positive output luo converter is shown in 

fig.4 

 
Figure.4. equivalent circuit diagram for luo converter in mode 1 operation 

Mode-2: The MOSFET switch is turned off, and the current from the source will start to become zero. The capacitor 

C1 will get charge from the current that flow through the freewheeling diode. The current flows through the capacitor 

C2 and resistive load R and the freewheeling diode D is going to make it as continuous. The equivalent circuit 

diagram for the positive output luo converter for mode 2 operation is shown in fig.5 

 
Figure.5. Equivalent circuit diagram for luo converter in mode 2 operation. 
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Design of Proposed System: The design of the proposed system has been explained below with the derivation and 

solar photovoltaic panel, CUK converter, positive output LUO converter and voltage source inverter fed BLDC 

motor. The stages want to design as per requirement and it should be in the view of high efficiency, reliable etc. The 

stages want to design in standards first the Brushless dc motor rating is want to set and the solar photovoltaic array 

should be slightly higher than the motor. For the practical condition high power generating capacity solar 

photovoltaic array want to design. The different stages of proposed system are designed as follows. 

Design for CUK Converter: The CUK converter has normally reverse polarity in the output side so the output 

voltage should be opposite of input voltage and these is the universal format. The rated DC input voltage to Brushless 

dc motor is 310V. But the maximum power point voltage is 280V in which want to find duty ratio for CUK converter 

to make switching pulse for the IGBT diode. The switching frequency should be 20 kilo hertz. 

Vdc/Vpv= D/1-D => D = Vdc/Vdc+Vpv = .53 

Design for LUO converter: The positive output LUO converter can be design should include the values of inductor 

L1, L2 and capacitor C1, C2. The duty ratio is already mentioned as 0.53 which is used here, the LUO converter 

mostly operated on a continuous conduction mode. The switching frequency of the luo converter should be 20 kilo 

hertz. The DC current should be equal to the maximum power point current. Design for Voltage Source Inverter fed 

BLDC motor. The highest value of the output voltage frequency should be calculated based upon the synchronous 

speed of the Brushless DC motor.  

W=2*3.14*f => 2*3.14* N rated *P/120 

2*3.14*2300*6/120=722.2 (radians/second) 

The given parameters are mentioned as f is frequency of the Brushless DC motor, N rated is rated speed of 

the Brushless DC motor, P is the number of poles in the motor. The supply motor drive is AC supply in which it 

consists of harmonics and it allows maximum of 8% of ripples so the capacitance want to design as per the 

requirements. 

The lowest value of the output voltage frequency of BLDC motor should be calculated that the minimum 

speed required to the BLDC motor. 

W1= 2*3.14*1100*6/120= 345.4(radians/second). 

The speed of the Brush less DC motor can be controlled by given the speed to the supply of motor. Based 

upon the speed and the supply get reduced and speed to be controlled.  

Control of Proposed System: The proposed system control is by comparing the analysis of cuk and luo converter 

and is done by two methods. These can be explained as. 

Electronic Commutation of BLDC Motor: The electronic commutation of the BLDC motor in that the switching 

sequence for the IGBT diode is given by the hall position sensor in which its sense the rotor position, based upon the 

signal it converted into pulses given to switch and three hall signals will generate and only two switches can conduct 

at a time it makes to draw a symmetrical of 120 degree span. The table 1 shows the switching states of the voltage 

source inverter according to the hall signal. The only two switches will conduct at a time because the voltage source 

will conduct in a 120 degree conduction mode. This is for avoiding the high frequency switching losses.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

  
Figure.6. Output for stator current of brushless dc 

motor 

Figure.7. Output for back emf of brushless dc 

motor 

  
Figure.8. Output for speed in brushless dc motor Figure.9. Output for Electromagnetic torque in 

brushless dc motor 
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Figure.10 Input and output voltage waveform for 

cuk converter 

Figure11. Output voltage waveform for positive 

output luo converter 
Table.1. BLDC Motor rating 

Parameter  RATING 

Horse power  1/3 HP 

Rated torque  1.4 Nm 

Speed  2000 rpm 

Table.2. Comparision between two cuk and luo converter 

Input Cuk converter Positive output Luo converter 

210 238 246 

250 250 250 

300 266 253 

Real time bldc model output for 300V: Based on Cuk converter output. 

 
Figure.12. Speed vs torque waveform form for cuk converter with bldc motor 

Based on Positive output luo converter: 

 
Figure.13. Speed vs torque waveform form for luo converter with bldc motor 

Table.3. Range of parameters 

Components Cuk converter Positive output luo converter 

Inductance L1 5.1e-3 5.1e-3 

Capacitance C1 24e-6 184e-6 

Inductance L2 5.5e-3 5.5e-3 

Capacitance C2 206e-6 500e-61 

IGBT 1e-5 1e-5 

4. CONCLUSION 

The proposed Comparative Analysis of CUK and LUO Converter in BLDC Motor have been invented the 

dynamic and transient steady state characteristics can be analysed using the MATLAB software and its compared 

with the real time model. The Brushless DC Motor has been used for this application. By comparing the CUK and 
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LUO converter have analysed the suitable converter for the particular voltage level. The positive output luo converter 

has more efficient than cuk converter. The high frequency switching losses can be eliminated and avoided by 

operated the voltage source inverter in 120 degree, because it has advantage to reduce the switching losses. By the 

smooth operation the soft start of brushless DC motor can achieved. It helps to free from ruggedness. 
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